The 72 followers returned with joy. What did they and Jesus say?

The 72 followers returned with joy. What did they and Jesus say?

Ages 7+  

Jesus Sends Out the 72

Jesus sent 72 followers ahead of Him to every town and place where He was going. What did Jesus tell them to say when they entered each house?

Add and subtract letters to find the words.

1.  
- ncil +  
- orn +  
- hart

2.  
- ack +  
- dg

3.  
- ca +  
- ar +  
- mile

4.  
- at +  
- me +  
- appl

“_____________”
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Jesus said, “Stay there, eating and drinking whatever they give you, for the worker deserves his wages. Do not move around from house to house.”

Write the letter of the alphabet that follows the one given.
Example: C
B
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

“______A_______
G D K S G D
_______
R H B J V G N
_______
A_______
Q D S G D Q D
A_______
M C S D K K
__/_______
S G D L S G D
_______
J H M F C N L N E
F N C A_______
G R B N L D
_______
M D Q S N X N T

Find out what else Jesus told them.

Unscramble the words. Then place them correctly in the quote below.

1. ntes _________ 6. nsliest _________
2. vehowre _______ 7. escrjet _________
3. nda _________ 8. enO _________
4. uoy _________ 9. hte _________
5. eM _________ 10. hwo ________